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The Premium \
Dilemma

INOD Tahil's mind was a riot. For
the first time in many years, the
marketing manager of white
goods manufacturer Electra In-
dia was questioning the market-
ing theories he had always be-
lieved in. Was he right in

wanting to abandon the super premium
route to brand building, or was he, in fact,
trapped in the classical middle-class
mindset which made him averse to pre-
mium products?

The previous Sunday, Tahil had had a
long discussion on the issue with Gautam
Sarin, his squash partner and marketing head
of Plimsoll Watches. Tahil trad walked into the
squash court right after a stiff debate with his
CEO, Arun Raja, over Electra's plans to launch a
super premium, multi-facility refrigerator from its
international stable, the Eva 755. .

The Eva 755 was a state-of-the-art multi-door
·fridge, with lots of features and plenty of storage space. It
had two zero-degree compartments, an ice crusher, a dis-
penser for chilled water, a built-in deodoriser and an alarm
that went off if the door was not shut properly. The price: a cool
Rs llakh.

The previous year, the company had launched its three-and
four-door refrigerators. It followed that up with a 7.5 kg fully auto-
matic washing machine, Ergo, which also carried a premium price
tag. This, in fact, was Electra's strategy. It preferred to enter with its
premium range rather than follow with mass market route, CEO

Should white goods manufacturer Electra
India introduce its mass products to build
volumes? Or should It bring In Its super
premium products first to build a
brand Image?
This case study was first published in BW,
22 August 1997.
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Raja wanted to build brands first. Volumes
would be a natural consequence, he said.

But Tahil had his doubts whether Eva
would cut much ice with the customer. In a
market which was skewed in favour of the
value-for-money double-door refrigerator,
the multi-door refrigerator seemed very am-
bitious to him. It was unlikely to build much
saliency for Electra, he felt.

To begin with, the very idea of a large-
sized refrigerator seemed irrelevant in the In-
dian context. In the West, convenience stores

were fast being replaced by supermarket
chains. As a parallel behaviour pat-

tern, consumers there were using
refrigerators not just for pre-

serving foodstuffs, but also
for long-term storage.

In India, however,
the neighbourhood

grocer had gained in strength and su-
permarkets had not become the

norm yet. For the same reason, the
Western pattern of long-term

storage could not be replicated
here. "India is a tropical coun-
try and there are lots of ven-
dors for fresh vegetables
and fruit. So, who needs
vast storage facilities in
India?" he asked.

Raja was convinced
that there was a clear
consumer segment
which sought premium
and super premium
products and that it per-
ceived a tremendous
value for money in these
products. "There are 3.8
million households in
the Al and A2 socio-eco-
nomic classes. It's not the
ISO-million middle class

but this super premium, su-
per label conscious segment

that I want to target. The self-
employed and high-salaried

people in this segment are virtu-
ally indifferent to high prices,"

said Raja.
Tahil would not buy the argu-

ment. "The so-called high-income
group that you refer to comprises largely

nuclear families. That means that these
families consume less food than joint families

do. There may be 3.8 million such families, but
they are dispersed all over the country. A rich farmer

from Gurgaon, who has a high disposable agricultural
income and heads a family of 14, is the one who actually

needs this product. But you have no means of getting your prod-
uct to him. In the US, companies manage to reach him by sup-
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porting distribution networks like direct
mail, home delivery and low-cost logistics.
However, these channels have not evolved in
India. So, even if we were to accept your 3.8
million figure, the question is, where are
these rich households and how do we reach
them?" asked Tahil.

An entry through a premium segment
would entail lower distribution costs, but only
if a mass product already existed. "Ifyou have a
mass product, you could piggyback on its dis-
tribution network and get your premium prod-
uct to the rich farmer in Gurgaon,' said Tahil.
"In its absence, reaching out to the dispersed
consumer will be prohibitively costly. Also, it
will be difficult to get the required volumes."

Raja had other plans. He wanted to enter
the super premium segment so that Eva
could be Electra's image leader. "Why did Ti-
tan launch Tanishq? Certainly not for vol-

umes," he argued. "The premium range has a positive rub-off on
the medium range. If a company launches a super premium prod-
uct, its image becomes so overwhelming that the consumer does
not question the price or the quality of its other products," he said.

"That 'image leader' angle is a double-edged sword," coun-
tered Tahil. "If the super premium product fails to make a mark in
three years' time, its image as well as the company's image will
take a beating."

RAJAcited the example ofBPL. "When it entered the refrigera-
tor market, BPL was aware it was taking on the might of
Videocon, a sturdy, reliable, home grown brand. To gain a
quantum leap over Videocon's image perception, BPLfirst
launched the three-door refrigerator. Its launch stoked the

interest of consumers, who gushed and gawked and went home and
told their neighbours about it. So, the next time someone wanted to
buy a basic I65-litre refrigerator, he first checked out a BPLfridge.
Soon after that, BPLlaunched its home entertainment system, an-
other super premium product. No one questioned the price or
whether the product would be successful because they allknew that
there were buyers for the quality that BPL had to offer. Thereafter,
every offering from BPLwas viewed with respect," he said.

When Electra had launched its four-door refrigerator Cleo last
year, Tahil had had a lot of misgivings. He was hoping that like
BPL, Electra would also enter the mass market. "We need to ex-
press our intent to service the mass market. Otherwise we stand
the risk of being ignored by the middle class," he had said to Raja.

Brand building, Tahil felt, worked when it ran parallel to vol-
ume building. The middle class is very aware and is continuously
upgrading its information. It will want to know how many Indians
are buying Electra and we need to answer that with some vol-
umes," he said.

In such a scenario, the launch of Eva appeared to be a wasteful
exercise. "The premium you can charge on a product must have a
meaningful price to quality Ivalue ratio," argued Tahil.

"Price is no longer the deciding factor - it is value instead. As
we go along you'll find consumers are less likely to compare prices
than they did in the past," declared Raja.

"Every fridge has a freezer, an egg compartment, frost-free in-
teriors and lots of space. So, what's new?" he asked. "If Electra of-
fers yet another refrigerator which is 25% more expensive than
other brands for its quality and global brand name, where is the
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differentia tor? In global markets, quality is taken for granted .."

Tahil disagreed with Raja on the significance of pricing. "Price
will always be a key factor in the purchase decision. The people
you are targeting for Eva watch the market, evaluate products and
are very aware. They may buy a pair of Reebok shoes for Rs 2,000,
but a refrigerator for Rs 11akh? That's going too far," he said.

Raja left after coffee, but Tahil carried his disagreement to the
squash court. "Raja is trapped in a mythical view of the Indian
middle class," he said to Sarin. '~I around us lie the debris of com-
panies which overestimated the middle class' willingness to pay
for global brands. Yethe believes that Eva has potential," he said.

Sarin felt Tahil was underestimating the market. "In the wake
of liberalisation, there was a lot of brouhaha over the relevance of
some of the products entering India. People asked, 'who needs
KFC?Who needs Reebok?' But we must realise that the consumers
aspired for anything global. Now they are asking for particular
features and design improvements," he said.

"Who are these consumers?" asked Tahil. "The glorious mid-
dle class?"

"Tahil, in durables you have to benchmark differently. When
you are selling potato chips or corn flakes, you are looking at one
set of consumer behaviour patterns. But in durables, which can
replace manual tasks, the consumer is seeking higher value deliv-
ery.Within this, there is also a segment which is indifferentto high
prices - the self-employed and the high-flying executive. They
have access to soft loans and hefty perks. Money is no object for
them. They are eating out twice a week, buying shoes worth
Rs 2,000 and paying Rs l lakh for health club memberships."

No doubt, there was a niche with fairly deep pockets, proba-
bly even a predisposition to spend. But having money and
extravagant spending were two different things, felt Tahil.
Manytop-of-the-line brands came into the country expect-
ing the consumer to spend extravagantly, he felt. "They all

felt the Indian buyer was panting for global brands and priced them-
selves extremely high because salary levels had increased. But sales
were far below expectations," he said.

"It is not an easy task establishing a new brand in a new mar-
ket," reasoned Sarin. Tahil agreed, but said that the premise on
which these brands entered the market was flawed. "The fallacy
lay in the numbers they put through in the presentations to their
headquarters," he said. "For instance, when a soft drinks manu-
facturer compared the per capita consumption in Pakistan and
India, it discovered that there was great potential in India. Pakista-
nis consumed nine bottles a year while Indians drank just three.
The two countries were ve~ similar in terms of weather condi-
tions, traditions, culture, race, etc.

In such a situation, the soft drink manufacturer assumed that it
would be easy to hike the v.er capita consumption to at least six in
India. US companies feel that you are not a good manager ifyou are
not pitching for a 30% annual growth. They can't be satisfied with a
10% growth rate. So, do you think the Indian arm told the head-
quarters that it can't do it?Of course, it said that the growth could be
achieved. It did some simplistic arithmetic and concluded that in
two years' time, it could double the size of the soft drinks market in
India. But that kind of arithmetic is flawed," he said.

This was just the sort of numbers game that Tahil wanted to
avoid. "These are highly qualitative assumptions. How can we take
them as a statistical truth? When you present the same story
umpteen times to umpteen bosses and rework the figures more than
20 times, you end up believing your assumptions and numbers!"

That, he felt, explained why many new entrants entered with a
bang and later scaled down their projections. "This, mindset is
common among manufacturers of premium products," he said.
"Take the example of a top foreign brand of ice-cream. At Rs 30 a
scoop, it became the most expensive ice-cream in India. Yet, the
expected demand did not materialise and all its cost projections
went awry. The company expected to overcome the price barrier
in the medium term but the consumer did not respond. Now it is
reviewing its pricing strategy."

Sarin felt non-durables were different. Being consumables, the
consumer sought tangible and perceptible value delivery. Besides,
non-durables were paid for out of current earnings and a consumer's
decision was based on how much his budget could stretch. He was
likely to reject a product that did not give him enduring benefit.
Durables, on the other hand, were bought from savings. "Since it is a
one- time purchase, a consumer is more likelyto seek a brand that of-
fers several features and benefits. Even ifhe has to pay a premium for
the add-ons, he will be willing to consider the product," said Sarin.

Tahil would not buy this argument in its entirety. "That may hold
good for new product categories like cellphones or computers. But
not for refrigerators and air-conditioners where perfectly sound
brands from Indian manufacturers are on offer. So,when a foreign
brand comes in, one is not readily willing to switch, unless he is label
conscious," he said. "But in consumables, the brand switch happens
faster. For instance, a housewife will readily buy expensive floor
cleaners instead of the regular phenyl. That's because 1ndian con-
sumable products cannot match foreign brands. Indian companies
have made very little investments in upgrading these products. So,
the value delivery is more perceptible and conversion is faster."

Tahil felt that sales of white goods which offered cosmetic inno-
vations like water dispensers, in-built deodorisers or remote con-
trolled air-conditioners needed time to grow. "Youhave to first sat-
isfy the basic needs in a category - it's only in the next phase that

the consumer will evolve and start using ice-crushing re-
frigerators and fuzzy logic washing machines," he

said conclusively.
"Precisely," said Sarin. "Going by your the-

ory, since the basic needs in durables are al-
ready met by the Indian players, the con-
sumer is now ready to look at innovations in
design and features in washing machines
and refrigerators. The existing players are
catering to the mass market and Electra
needn't be an also- ran. It must enter the su-

per premium segment and offer innovative
features at a price."

The saliency of the global brands was highly
overrated, felt Tahil. These brands were known to be
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bought by only a thin upper crust which travelled
overseas or could afford the prices of the grey mar-
ket. To most Indians, the big brand names were
unknown. ''Also, many companies get carried
away by the success of their brands in other
markets. For example, take the soft drink
company which thought that consumption
could be doubled in two years. When statis-
tics on the glorious middle class were
bandied about, these companies must have
been awestruck. Since their growth had
plateaued in overseas markets, they sought new
avenues. And the biggest emerging markets were
China and India."

"Fair enough," said Sarin. "But these companies re-
alise that growth in these emerging markets is a long haul. They
are prepared to wait, create distribution networks, build brands,
train people and expand the market."

"But what makes them confident that volumes exist, that prof-
its will accrue after all this?" asked Tahil.

Sarin felt that it was not a question of profit or loss in the initial
years. The first goal was to build the brand. ''Abrand name may be
a household name in the US, but it has to be made as salient in In-
dia. It can't do that by selling at a profit to just a 1,000 Indians.
Likewise, new soft drink manufacturers need to sell several mil-
lion bottles of the beverage before they can start counting profits.
Their 'losses' in the growth phase should be seen as a price to gain
a foothold in the Indianmarket, Once that marketshare is gained,
the profits will follow."

So, what you describe as disastrous performances are not dis-
astrous performances," said Sarin. "They are glitches in the path
of building a brand. In non-durables, brands are built through
volumes. In durables, you do other things like launching mega
brands to dazzle the consumer."

Sarin pointed out that there were several examples of this
strategy. Parker had launched its range of expensive pens first
and, just as the hype picked up, its low- and mid-priced pens-
which are now grabbing the interest of the consumer. "Clearly, the
premium range had a rub-off effect on the cheaper ranges."

"That's because a Parker pen is an aspirational accessory. It's a
brand many Indians have waited for for years. Also, the value de-
livery did not betray the expectations. However, that did not hap-
pen with Pierre Cardin!" pointed out Tahil.

"But it did happen with McDonald's despite its beefless 'Hindu'
burgers and it did happen with Revlon cosmetics. Both are high-
priced products but have done quite well in the market," said Sarin.

"Youare citing examples of non-durables. But in durables, you
can't leverage on aspiration alone," said Tahil. "Everybody aspires
to buy a good quality, value-added refrigerator. But the purchase
decision will depend on a meaningful price point. I don't see any-
one wanting to pay Rs 1lakh for a refrigerator," said Tahil.

That was the fundamental difference between the views ofTahii
and Sarin. Price, felt Sarin, was no longer a sales strategy. "The con-
sumer today has evolved so much that he is no longer comparing
prices. Earlier, people had a mental price barrier and were unable
to lookat prices beyond what they were actually paying. If someone
used a soap that cost Rs 10,he could not imagine buying a soap that
costs Rs 30. Not anymore though. Now, he accepts the Rs 30 soap
and sees the difference in value delivery distinctly."

"If that's true, why have these companies started cutting the
prices of their products?" asked Tahil. "Obviously, they have come
to realise that there is an acceptable 'price point' for a product, re-

gardless of the brand name. Is the consumer really craving fridges
that cost Rs 1lakh and fuzzy logic washing machines?" asked Tahil.

"Not everyone is," agreed Sarin. "But there is a niche, however
small, which is craving for the super premium. Manufacturers
have found that a super premium product showcases the entire
value delivery effort of the company,"

Several Indian companies had done just that. While Raymond
had brought in its Goldline range at Rs 25,000 for a suit length,
Grasims Scabal was priced at an eye-popping Rs l Iakh, However,
Tahil felt that was done after years of establishing the brand in the
Rs 110-400 per metre range. "Their extension into super premium
products is a natural move to enhance their existing image."

Tahil preferred the route taken byVideocon. "Videocon could
have settled for smaller numbers at a higher price, but didn't. From
Day One, itwas looking for larger volumes, whether in washing ma-
chines or TVs.Many TVmanufacturers treat their black-and-white
TVsas a necessary evil. But not Videocon, because it knows that for
a long time there will be as many people who will want black-and-
white TVsas there will be people for colourTVs," said Tahil.

BUTElectra is neither a Raymond nor a Videocon. It is a
new entrant in a market where competition from both
global and local players is fierce. The global players are ag-
gressively building their brands. Eva is Electra's showcase
brand which will help it take a quantum leap in image. A

premium product has a market, but no profit or volume potential.
It can be useful in nurturing existing or future brands," said Sarin.

Sarin felt that the perception that the Indian consumer will not
buy high-priced products was a myth born out of a hastily calcu-
lated middle-class population and an underplayed aspiration.
"The middle class has various constituents," explained Sarin. "The
funny thing in India is that everyone is middle class. Youwon't meet
anyone who will say he is not middle class. That's because we have a
tradition of frowning at consumption. Anything outside the imme-
diate realms of hunger and clothing is not considered virtuous."

"This could be a deterrent to the consumption of high-priced
products, except when they are for children. I may hesitate to buy
a Rs 800 Arrow shirt for myself, but I won't think twice about buy-
ing a Rs 500 shirt for my seven-year-old son, though he would out-
grow it in six months. In a sense, this reflects our generation's wish
to remain middle class," said Tahil.

"But all that is changing now," said Sarin. "Eva is a good idea
and it will be a sure-shot brand builder. It's true that premium
products like Eva are not intended to be volume sellers. But it's
equally true that the middle class has tremendous buying poten-
tial. The trick lies in assessing the right consumer group for each
brand and range," ended Sarin. •
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ANALYSIS I: ASHOK KURIEN

Image-building First
Ashok Kurien is the chairman and managing director, Ambience Publicis Advertising and Publicis India.

THE argument between Raja and Tahil
is indeed a classical debate that takes
place in almost every marketing set-
up: 'Do I initially support an image
driver or do I get volumes first, inde-

pendent of the brand image?'
You can't enter the white goods cate-

gory in India today without premium
products. And you can't make money in
this category without volumes, for which
you need mass products. Around 75-80%
of the consumers in this category belong
to the mass or budget range.

In durables, which are a one-time pur-
chase, the consumer would be more than
willing to consider paying a premium for a
label, for features and add-on benefits.
This has even been corroborated by re-
search, "that at the top of the pyramid,
more and more consumers look at price as
the last barrier". In fact, the consumer here
is prepared to pay that much more if she is
able to get technology, features (she might
not know how to use them, but she still in-
sists on all the gizmos and buttons) and
the necessary imaginary (read: snob
value) from the brand.

Therefore, there is merit in Raja's ar-
gument that an image driver (brand
builder) would be the starting point and
volumes would be a natural consequence
thereof, assuming an acceptably priced,
mass-volume product follows shortly.
We must bear in mind that Electra would
be the 10th player in this
crowded category.

If one were to profile the ex-
treme ends of a continuum~
from a status seeker (the super
premium segment) the budget
conscious (the bottom end of
the pyramid) the factors consid-
ered by each of these segments
are quite radical. (See 'Priorities
While Purchasing'.)

Over time, warranty and af-
ter sales services are taken for
granted, as in many other cate-
gories. At this stage, the budget
conscious decisions will be in-
fluenced by price and brand
alone. We must also keep in
mind that when this same buyer

is ready for her replacement purchases,
she is likely to have become a status
seeker.

It, therefore, makes sense to launch the
Eva755 as itwould make the consumer view
Electra seriously. The Eva 755 will ensure
Electra's entry into the consideration set. In
a category like consumer durables where
technology (as translated into a consumer
benefit) plays an important role, only a su-
per premium product would give the brand
technological leadership. Having done this,
it becomes that much easier for the com-
pany to subsequently launch the mass
products because they not only get the tech-
nology rub-off, but also the image rub-off.

Sales volumes of Eva 755 will be ex-
tremely low as the potential target segment
will probably own a fairly new, top-of-the-
line or imported product. Electra should
possibly import a few pieces initially and
concentrate on local production for the
mass product and its three- and four-door
models which are already in the market.

It does happen very often in consumer
durables that the advertiser is actually ad-
vertising only its top end model of a colour
television or a music system or a luxury
car. If one were to analyse consumer brand
behaviour, the consumer no doubt gets in-
fluenced by the 29-inch full flat screen or
the 800 watts PMPO audio system, but, in
fact, settles for a lower price model within
the same brand umbrella.

Priorities While Purchasing
Status-seeking consumer Budget-conscious consumer

Brand name Budget

Model Warranty

Technology After sales service

Image Brand name

Budget Model
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A clear case in point of an image driver
leading to successful brand building and
then volumes as a natural consequence, is
BPL. It invested in technology, gave pre-
mium, high-quality, high-value products
and created a perception of being an image
driver in the category. Therefore, when BPL
launched brands to cater to themass mar-
ket, the consumer found them very accept-
able, as it gave them the satisfaction of buy-
ing a brand which had both image and
technological leadership in the category.

On the flip side, while Videocon as a
brand has done extremely well, the
brand's imagery is not commensurate
with its marketshares in any category-
be it televisions, washing machines or au-
dio systems. This, in spite of launching a
Bazooka TVor a neuro-fuzzywashing ma-
chine. So, the brand will always be seen as
a 'poor man's choice'.

Videocons strategy was perfect because
it was the 'category builder', especially in
washing machines. It should have, however,
put an 'image builder' product in the market
much sooner. Late entrant BPL did right by
ensuring a clear image lead for the brand
before driving its volume or mass products.

Godrej cannot go unmentioned here.
It gained leadership with a trusted, value-
for-money image, but in a market sce-
nario with hi-tech, international brands,
it has to work at protecting the top end of
its market with high end imagery or risk

getting repositioned as 'old
fashioned'. If it doesn't do so, its
image may get eroded.

Therefore, the path of brand
building, as Sarin has rightly
pointed out, is a long painful
haul and should be seen in the
initial phase as a price for mar-
ketshare and to get an entry into
a new market. To wrap up the
debate, I would put my money
on Raja and Sarin's point of
view - get the brand image
right through a brand building
route for a period of six months
to a year through super pre-
mium products and then follow
up with mass products to get
the volumes. I



ANALYSIS II: C.Y. PAL

Insufficient Homework
C. Y.Pal is the non-executive chairman on the board of Cadbury India.

TIlLS dilemma on whether to focus
on brands that are likely to generate
volumes or build a new business
based on premium brands is not an
uncommon phenomenon. However,

what is strikingly different from the nor-
mal in this case is the apparently conser-
vative approach of the marketing head
and the more aggressive (and marketing
like) stance ofArun Raja, the CEO. In my
experience, I have come across many situ-
ations of the reverse kind, wherein the
marketing head is all for brand building
and the CEO is more concerned about the
results of that approach.

In any case, the problem detailed in the
case relates to the differences in approach
to evolving a sensible marketing strategy
for Electra India - which must flow from a
carefully thought -out business strategy. In
the absence of a clear mesh between the
two, there is a strong possibility of a mid-
course change or a correction that nor-
mally leads to a lot of pain and problems
for the people and the organisation.

In this context, the company, besides
having a good knowledge of the relevant
market, must be clear about its 'patience'
level, i.e., the time span in which it would
like to see a positive bottomline for the
new super premium brand and for the
business as a whole. Arun Raja gives the
impression that he has all support from
the headquarters to go for the long haul.
On the other hand, there is not enough ev-
idence to suggest that sufficient home-
work has been done by him.It is also im-
portant to be conscious of the capital
investment involved in this route and un-
derstand the likely consequences offailure
in financial and organisation terms.

Coming now to marketing, I sympa-
thise with Tahil who seems to be having a
difficult time convincing his boss to adopt

his strategy. It is interesting to note Tahil's
concern about the bottomline when he
says: "If the super premium product fails
to make a mark in three years' time, the
company's image will take a beating." To
me, this reflects his better understanding
of the bigger picture. His perceptions
about the market and the targeted seg-
ment are very sensible indeed.

His advice to the CEO on the emerging
rich and the super rich, supported effec-
tively by the recent examples of Reebok,
Kellogg's and the like, about high pricing
and the related consumer resistance, are
valuable. He could have also highlighted
the fact that the rich and super rich Indian

on not to be an 'also ran' while deciding on
the marketing strategy. Where he does use
facts to support his argument (Tanishq be-
ing launched by Titan) .his reasoning is not
appropriate because the premium end of
Titan led by Tanlshq came into the market
many years after Titan has established a vi-
able volume-based business. Sarin's ad-
vice is clearly casual as he has no stake in
this important decision-making process.

Raja obviously needs to get closer to re-
ality. His argument about the existence of
a clear segment of super premium and su-
per label conscious consumers is superfi-
cial, because he supports that by quoting
the target segment size of 3.8 million,

families normally have servants actually
using the refrigerators, unlike in the West
where a refrigerator is a convenience for di-
rect use and, therefore, commands much
greater sensitivity about the value it offers.

This is not to say that Tahil is not for the
premium range. What he is reasonably and
sensibly trying to suggest is the need to go in
for a volume range first to build and secure a
base for a viable business before embarking
on the small-volume, high-risk super pre-
mium product range. Although the per-
formance of the three- and four-door refrig-
erators is not clearly spelt out in the case, the
silence or lack of an expressed excitement
about the performance of these products
does seem to strengthen Tahil's argument.

Tahil's friend Sarin is obviously playing
more on the ego factor when he eggs Tahil
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without relating to fulfilling a consumer
need and quantifying this. His logic of
wanting to "build brands first and volumes
will follow" sounds great but it is not cor-
roborated by any statement about mesh-
ingwith the business strategy wherein the
bottomline must figure as a vital outcome.
His summary rejection of the entry into
the volume segment by saying 'yet another
product but 25% costlier' rather than
thinking about providing additional value
for that extra price depicts a rather shallow
understanding of the Indian market.

While Raja may be miles ahead in terms
of his marketing ambition, he needs to
sober down to make sound business deci-
sions. Towards that end, he needs to de-
velop a greater understanding of the
ground realities in the marketplace, includ-
ing more in-depth knowledge and experi-
ence of other companies that are going, or
have gone through the mill. Tahil, on the
other hand, would do well to be more confi-
dent of the course he is recommending. It is
time for him to realise that the squash court
is a good place for a workout, particularly
after a bash with Raja, but not for taking his
squash partner too seriously! •


